
great stems of fallen trees,
you stir me at my crude primeval core,
slash anew old knotted scars
whose quivering centre holds
the quicken'd silver of my repeated hurts.

and in the Johnson house across the street 
dark and quiet now. After four hours of undying
revelry they had pulled down the shutters and
closed shop, the last drunk having staggered into
the street.

She felt cool now and knew that partly it was
because of the bath she had taken earlier, soak
ing her body in the hot water for half an hour.
How welcome had been the feel of the coarse
towel rubbing vigorously against her body, how
refreshing. Only then did she realise how uncom
fortable she had been all day long, the slow
burning heat pressing down upon the skin. Now
thinking of him sleeping in the safety of the
guest room just below hers filled her body with
tension. She half stumbled into her bedroom.

It was her worst night. Right from the start
she knew it was going to be her worst. The
tossing started earlier than usual, the turning
and the tossing. She lay on her stomach, but
after a while the stomach muscles began to ache.
Then she turned and lay on her back. That too
finally proved uncomfortable. She turned the
pillow over because one side of it had become too
hot to lay her face on; she turned it and punched
it with her slim fist. Then she moved away from
the spot where her body had warmed the sheets.
Her efforts to get some sleep had proved all but
futile.

In the dark things were shadows and insub
stantial. Nothing was real except dreams, and
she moved in a dream. If you don't like my
peaches, stay out of nzy orchard. She moved in
a dream, feeling her way against the wall with
her hands. She stood inside the room - his
room - trapped suddenly in the warm air of his
breathing, in the gentle nasal sound he made as
he sucked the breath through his mouth. say, if
you don't like whisky, well baby you'd better
get used to wine. Feeling like one about to make
a momentous decision for which there was no
parallel, for which no signpost could provide
clues as to the difficulties of the journey, she
determined upon one thing - to travel; there
was hardly any time to ponder the consequences.

Her body was in sweat, a slow kind of un
certain sweat, which attempts to trickle down but
pauses halfway from the armpits, near the
belly, down along the thighs. The silken gown
she wore felt heavy and foreign to the skin.
Gradually she was moving toward the bed, but
before she had reached it he stopped breathing
and she could feel him coming awake, then with
a start sit up. She said, " It's me, Sipo! I had
to see you. I had to come to you. I know I'm
crazy - Oh don't you think I know that? I'm
crazy, crazy, crazy ..."

His mouth stilled hers.
She was thinking that the crucifixion must

have been a long agonising pleasure of surrender
to anguish, the feel of nails piercing the skin,
the wedding of flesh to the tree, the trickle of
warm blood and the voices of the night in the
passionate ears of the subdued victim. She
thought of the crucifixion as a way into the
darkest centre of the soul, the transport of
human senses through pain and anguish into a
stillness of the blood, and the sudden falling of
the body, the yielding, the sagging of limbs, the
feel of spikes in the flesh; and she felt nothing
but warmth, the deep sense of utter and un
gatherable abandonment of her body to some
thing for which there was no appropriate word
to describe, something neither good nor evil, but
a state of grace, of knowing, of feeling and of
apprehension, and she let herself be carried
away into the night, raving madly on the crest of
a white-flecked wave, feeling the depth of the
night like the sweep of wide water against naked
limbs.

The black man slept in the hollow of her
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so rudely hewn!

was god cway
when these my trees crashed dO'Wn
and left me
naked to the searing <Winds,
a bleeding sapling,
lone and tender on a naked plain?

they have fallen, my trees.
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long nights,
day's aches grinding,
we sat hunched in the shadow of barbed wire fences
swallowing sighs
at the clangfall of proud boots,
searchlights tearing the guts of night.

the green of our years
dripped red and dried in the sand,
bleached soon,
too soon,
into the grey brittleness of age,

while sights fell faint on horizons
dimmed by patient squinting,
straining for glinting spearpoints
in the sun
and the whisper of a promise
stilled by the years.

but methought i heard last night
the roar of voices choking the firmament
shaking the stars from celestial anchors
and the mountains from their roots in the oceans,
crying: freedom!

earth
gave birth
to a breed of heroes
grappling with the transient hour.

were these nongqawuse's mystic warriors
bursting the womb of time to wreak vengeance
for the spoliation of centuries?

i listened . ..
and trembled to the fevour of the roar . ..
freedom!

cry freedom and stril~e!

for our sun is risen from beyond the sombre
shadows of qatlhamba,
and the hour labours with the seeds of liberty;
cry freedom!
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did you hear
the sharp tattoo of felling axes
bite like steel on steel?
it was the diamond centre of my trees
shattering the m~ow in the fellers' arms.

they hmJe fallen, my trees,
but the tremor of their falling shook
and loosed
the very roots of the vandal's soul;

and this sapling on this naked plain
is multiplied a myriadfold
by the harsh <Winds of its nursery.

you, whose grim memorial is
this field of blood
and crucifixes cast in broken limbs,
sleep well.
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